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Background
1. A research & development project from 2003-2007
2. Successfully developed & delivered workfocussed degree
3. Focus on learners’ action to improve ‘work’
context
4. Located in the discipline of action research
5. Self-organised learning at work and home
6. Collaboration in an online community of
inquiry
7. 3 years full-time

The Ultraversity Project identified a need for higher education for working people, who could not afford to be at university due to financial , family or
access issues.
The development began in earnest in January 2003, accelerated to recruit before July 2003 in order to satisfy the university’s need to fulfil HEFCE
targets.
The major work of the project has been the development of the BA (Hons) Learning Technology Research. The motivation to improve the ‘work’ context is
the students’ driver and the degree is intended to equip students to do this whilst learning and throughout life.No subject is specified, but action research
is the core discipline in this fully online course. The first face-to-face meeting for many is the graduation ceremony - 120 of 140 turned up for the first
major ceremony in November 2006. The degree was first validated in May 2003 and then a second time in 2005, due to the university deciding to revalidate all programmes.
In July 2006, the first cohort of 148 student researchers graduated, as a part of a pathway of around 300.
This first product was the BA programme, but in 2005/6 Ultralab acted as consultants to Bournemouth University in the development of an MA in
Creative Media Practice, intended for professionals in the broadcast, film and other entertainment industries, whose workplace was the essential place to
learn and for whom attendance could be difficult.
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1. Need to continue in full-time paid employment
2. Wish to make their study directly relevant to work
3. Campus attendance difficult; family commitments, etc
4. Develop further their communicative creativity &
technological understanding as a complete professional
5. Traditional examinations and academic essay writing are
either intimidating or uninviting
6. Seeking the company, support and intellectual challenge of
fellow students and the possibility to study collaboratively
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Benefits for:
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Flexibility
in:

Student

University

Employer

Time

Full time work, family,
best time for learning

Timetable, staffing
flexibility

No release needed

Place

As above and best
place to study

No rooms, no car
parking

As above

Assessment

Finding voice,
creativity, technology

Retention, graduate
competencies

Communicative
employees

Negotiated
curriculum

Motivation,
perseverance,
meaningfulness.

Retention, focus on
process quality,
relevance to society.

Relevance

Action
Inquiry

Basis in ‘delight’ - zest
and interest

Practitioner data eg
collection of case
studies

Effective
improvement
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Programme aims
1. Subject their practice to self-examination, as well as the
examination of peers
2. Develop the ability, and confidence to influence and improve
practice within their work setting
3. Become articulate, critically reflective problem solvers
within their work context
4. Be an active member of a lively online learning
community, with collaborative learning through reflective
dialogue with peers and affective / social support
5. Become autonomous, self-directed, critical, and reflective
individuals
6. Analyses the values, and moral and ethical dilemmas
surrounding work-place practice.

The learning facilitator engages in a process of negotiation and contract setting to identify the focus of an inquiry around the students’ ‘work’ and the
opportunity to improve some aspect.
Students are required to justify data collection methods, use relevant literature, employ best practice and engage with theoretical concepts & analysis
informed by critical reflection, based on their and found evidence.
The course is founded on a purposeful online community with the inclusion of experts to offer knowledge & peer review and facilitators modelling
criticality & assuring 'graduateness'.
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Action inquiry-based learning
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Exhibit findings
and evaluate
impact

Reflection
on norms
Do
Reconnaissance
and reflection Identify
opportunity for
improvement
Review

Cycles of action
inquiry (learning
in action, potential
for change in
action)

Review

Do

Reflection
on process

Plan

Plan
Double loop learning
(learning on action,
potential for changing
norms )

Based on
Argyris, Schön

An Action Research model is the basis for this version of Inquiry Based Learning.
Initially student researchers identify where improvement can be made in their workplace.
After checking what is known about the potential, they plan action, do it and review, reviewing their process as the cycle is repeated to improve.
Student researchers are guided to a double loop of reflection, looking outside the action’s scope to the surrounding organisation and questioning its
norms as part of the context for action.
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Inquiry Process
Reconnaissance and reflection - identify an opportunity
for improvement
1. Identifying inquiry focus and research questions
2. Identify learning/research activities that lead to the
development, implementation, and evaluation of an
action for improvement
3. Implement the plan and take action
4. Share selected parts of the inquiry with fellow learners
for critical feedback
5. Construct a final account that identifies learning in
relation to module intended learning outcomes
7
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Eve Thirkle’s Learning Contract for
module UNB2602 ‘Investigating the
Work Setting’
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Activity

Learning Contract
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Our school is one of the pilot schools for the Government
initiative "Remodelling the Workforce", regarding the change to
be introduced to school assistants' roles to relieve the teaching
staff workloads. I will attend the meeting to introduce it to the
school on 20th October.
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There will be a School Change Team (SCT) set up consisting of
staff from various disciplines. I hope to become a member of
this team. The SCT will be looking at the way the school is set
up at present, the job roles and possible changes in working
patterns.
I hope to be able to identify the way the school is organised
and illustrate on a JellyOS page.
I have arranged to attend a First Aid course via INSET training
in November.
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‘Work’ in its broadest definition
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‘Work’ is defined broadly and includes voluntary and domestic activity. The activity needs to be capable of improvement and research.
An interesting example from Ultraversity was Eve Thirkle who started the degree as a Teaching Assistant, but her son was diagnosed with autism three
months later. Eve switched to studying his development needs and her role in as a parent raising him.
Eve graduated with a First Class honours degree in July 2006.
From her local newspaper, Doncaster Today:
“It gave me a focus at a time when it was very easy to get depressed,” said Eve, who recently became chair of the Doncaster Autistic Society.
In this cohort of Ultraversity, the average age of students was 40 and 80% were women. The age and gender profile matches teaching assistants, but
there are significant ‘outliers’ aged as young as 18 and as old as 60.
One student researcher, aged 18, left school with three A-levels to take up a post as a Teaching Assistant. He subsequently signed up for the degree and
graduated in July 2006, having studied full-time and worked full-time in the job he loved.
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Some researchers voices
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What did
they study?

Action Enquiry titles analysed by principal theme and workforce
for 148 researchers in their final year, 2006
total in each workforce
1

total in
each
theme

workforces
themes

care

2
charity

10
early
years

1
HE

4 assessment

13
health

3
LEA

1
research

1
3

2 community

1
1

3

10
1

2 CPD

2
1

7

6 inclusion
28 learning

3

1

5

4

21

19 literacy

19

13 management

5

1 multicultural

8
1

2 numeracy

1

9 parents

3

5 resources

school

3

17 communication

17 pastoral

117

3

3 behaviour

8 environment

12

1
1

5

1

16

1

4

7 special needs

7

5 teaching

5

Data from the Ultraversity Project.
The school workforce (final column, numbering 117) dominates in the first cohort, but in subsequent cohorts the diversity has increased.
The majority of actions (highlighted in red) were on themes of learning, literacy, pastoral care and communication.
I believe this reassures employers that left to their own devices, together with a commitment to improve the workplace, students will research the issues
that are current and relevant.
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Context
A mixed comprehensive secondary school with
approximately 960 pupils in a affluent area in outer
London. Year 9 class with pupils aged between 13 and
14.
1. Reconnaissance and reflection
The reason for this chosen area of research was that my
classes are frequently disrupted by low level poor
behaviour, such as: talking during registration and
teacher led part of lessons, spontaneous calling out,
pupils wandering around in the classroom, and pupils not
staying focused on task.
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2. Identifying an inquiry focus and research questions
A theme for action is focused by a specific research question... to implement a variety
of classroom management strategies to find out what effect they have on classroom
behaviour.
To what extent does a structured approach to behavioural issues improve the
outcomes of my lessons?
3. Identify learning/research activities that lead to the
development, implementation, and evaluation of an action for
improvement
I used Action Research as the research methodology, based on the theory by Stephen
Kemmis. My chosen methods for collecting the data were observation by a colleague,
who filled in a questionnaire, with a number of pre defined questions that focused on
behaviour...A qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data took place after each
cycle.
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4. Implement the plan and take action
The first cycle started by implementing a set of classroom expectations which set out
a scheme of rewards and sanctions according to how the pupils behaved during the
lesson.The rules had been based on William Glasser’s Reality Theory (1984).
Observations during that cycle led to a change in the way in which I support the
pupils this change had been informed by observations during the first cycle.
5. Share selected parts of the inquiry with fellow learners for
critical feedback
Students voice video....
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This is just one example of the rich learning experience for students in the online community of inquiry. Hotseat guests provide both process and subject
expertise to push forward students thinking and research abilities exposing them to expert practitioners and leading edge thinking in a particular field.
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Organisational improvement
Traditional
work-based
learning

Higher Education
funding body
Negotiation
about student
numbers

Improvement assured

University
Learning ‘diet’
delivered

Student

One-size-fits-all
content
curriculum
agreed
Personal
development
planning
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Employer
organisation

Learning individually & frequently
re-negotiated to meet needs of
student and employer
Process
curriculum
designed

Student

Personal development planning
and
organisational improvement
planning

A caricature of the development of Foundation Degrees would suggest that it is a ‘stitch-up’ between employer and university, which is slow to develop
and is then applied to the ‘patient’ after a protracted development. The curriculum suffers from being difficult to up-date and inflexible if oriented towards
content in fast-moving professional contexts.
IDIBL has developed a process curriculum, which does not define any detailed content, focussing instead on the disciplines of action enquiry,
organisational change, digital creativity and exhibition.
It is contended that these disciplines, when linked to the twin drivers of personal fulfilment and organisational improvement set up the learner for lifelong
learning and the organisation for considerable assurance of improvement.
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Market research
A questionnaire completed by 39 students indicated
that some of the reasons for choosing this course are:
Concerned with ‘ability to learn’, Based on the work people do,
not previous academic ability as opposed to a specific subject
5%
28%

21%

3%

41%

51%

26%

Very important
Important
Not that important
Not important at all

26%

Only three years duration
8%

The ability to work and study

3%

18%

26%

24%
68%

The way the course is workbased and flexible

82%

72%

Additional data supports the view that students undertook this degree because they wanted to develop themselves in their current profession and job, rather than primarily as a as a means of ‘escaping’ somewhere else!
Enabled me to change my career direction (%):
Very important!
!
- 7 (18)
Important!
!
- 12 (31)
Not that important! - 13 (33)
Not important at all! - 6 (15)
Help me find the specific job I wanted (%):
Very important!
!
- 8 (21)
Important!
!
- 13 (33)
Not that important! - 13 (33)
Not important at all! - 5 (13)
The way the course is work-based and flexible (%):
Very important!
!
- 28 (72)
Important!
!
- 10 (26)
Not that important! - 1 (3)
Not important at all! - 0 (0)
The ability to work and study (%):
Very important!
!
- 32 (82)
Important!
!
- 7 (18)
Not that important! - 0 (3)
Not important at all! - 0 (0)
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